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Work Session Began:  6:30 p.m. 

Meeting Began:  7:00 p.m. 

Place:  Community Conference Room, Greece Town Hall 

 

 

Present 

Alvin I. Fisher, Jr., Chairman 

Jamie L. Anthony  

William E. Selke 

Michael H. Sofia  

William Timmons  

 

Christopher A. Schiano, Esq., Deputy Town Attorney 

Mathew J. Trau, Junior Engineer 

John T. Caterino, AICP, Planning Board Clerk 

Janelle Castellana, Planning Board Secretary 

 

Absent 

Christine R. Burke 

John C. Geisler 

 

 

Additions, Deletions and Continuations to the Agenda 

Continued:  Ray Helfrich, 982 North Greece Road to February 8, 2023.  

West Herr, West Ridge Road to February 8, 2023. 

 

Announcements 

 

 

Policy of Decorum 
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PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Old Business 

1.   Applicant: Ray Helfrich 

 Location: 982 North Greece Road 

 Mon. Co. Tax No.: 058.04-3-65.12 

 Request: Preliminary and Final plat approval for the Pollock Estates 

Subdivision consisting of eighteen (18) residential lots on 

approximately 11.7± acres.  

 Zoning District: R1-18 (Single-Family Residential) 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

Ms. Anthony made a motion, seconded by Mr. Timmons to continue the application 

to meeting of February 8, 2023. 

 

VOTE:  Burke   Absent  Anthony Yes 

  Geisler  Absent  Sofia  Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Timmons Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 
 

MOTION CARRIED 

APPLICATION CONTINUED TO FEBRUARY 8, 2023 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

New Business 

None 
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SITE PLANS 

Old Business 

1.  Applicant:   Sonbyrne Sales Inc. 

 Location:  1050 Stone Road 

 Mon. Co. Tax No.:  075.06-1-29.11 

 Request:  Site plan approval for a proposed Byrne Dairy retail store and 

motor vehicle fueling station (4232± square feet) with related 

fuel dispensing station canopy, parking, utilities, grading, and 

landscaping on approximately 3.55 acres. 

 Zoning District:  BR (Restricted Business) 

 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

Christian Brunelle, Sr. Executive Vice President, Byrne Dairy, presented the application: 

Mr. Brunelle: We have some very minor updates to the site plans.  I have labeled on the plan, 

the existing tree with the shared property at 25 Everclay Drive to be removed by Sonbyrne 

Sales.  Per the Engineering Department, we have added a one-foot berm behind the fuel 

canopy and a swale by parking spaces in the back of the building for drainage.  

Mr. Caterino:  The Board of Zoning Appeals did grant approval with conditions for the special 

use permits for a motor vehicle fueling station and storage capacity of underground storage 

tanks and area variances.  The conditions related to the hours of operation which are 5am to 

midnight.  During the hours the site isn’t open (12am to 5am), they have agreed to turn the 

canopy lights off.  Deliveries to the site can only occur between 7am to 7pm.  The rest are all 

standard conditions of approval.   

Kimberley Abramow, 25 Everclay Drive: I would like to understand the timeline for the fence, 

the tree removal, and site operation.  I believe there is a lease until July for the tenants there.  

I need to know when someone needs to come on my property to remove the tree.   Can I get 

my property surveyed and staked to identify my property line? 

Mr. Schiano: You can always get your property surveyed, maybe we can get the applicant to 

pay for staking your property as that’s extra. 

Ms. Abramow: I want the property staked so I can make sure that everything matches up.  I 

need to know when they will remove the tree and when they will build the fence.  Is the fence 

going to be built before the store goes into operation?  We have two Rottweiler’s on my 

property, so for the safety of everybody I need to be notified.  It is in the best interest to put 

the fence up because you can easily cut through and those dogs are there to protect my 

property.  Jonathan Montante sent a letter to me, if you have a copy of it or I can read it as 

a favor to him.   

Ms. Abramow read a letter from Jonathan Montante, 78 Bonesteel Street:   

Good evening, I am writing to voice my concerns about the Byrne Dairy planning board 

meeting tonight as I am not able to go to Wednesday meetings due to prior 

commitments.  Upon doing a FOIL request to New York State and Greece I have 

reviewed the traffic study and there are three main concerns.  First, after contacting 

Monroe County Department of Transportation (MCDOT) about my concerns for the 

eastbound left turn from West Ridge Road to Bonesteel Street intersection, I was 

informed since it involves Route 104 this is a New York State Department of 
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Transportation (NYSDOT) issue.  This intersection as it is today often backups to the 

extent that it causes a dangerous situation with traffic waiting to get into the turn lane 

blocking “through traffic” lanes.  In addition, due to the volume it often takes three or 

more light cycles to clear all cars from this intersection. Due to proximity to the 

proposed Byrne Dairy, Bonesteel Street will be a main tributary for traffic going to that 

location.  To make matters worse, there is a huge housing project going in on McCall 

Road that will also increase neighborhood traffic turning onto Bonesteel Street. Please 

consider contacting NYSDOT about this before approving this plan.  I have the same 

concerns with the intersection of eastbound traffic turning left onto Stone Road from 

West Ridge Road.  My other big concern with the traffic study is that it does not take 

into account pedestrian safety.  This is going into a very unique neighborhood.  Due 

to the volume of apartments, many of which are low-income housing, there is a lot of 

people who walk to get minor groceries.  Currently, they do so by walking up to West 

Ridge Road to Delta Sonic or Speedway.  Byrne will have a lot more convenience and 

selection drawing many walkers to their store.  It would be irresponsible and neglectful 

to not consider this in the plans and require a crosswalk on Stone Road close to McCall 

Road.  No traffic count trips could predict what I am telling you but we as neighbors 

know if it is allowed to not have a crosswalk, it will be only a matter of time before a 

pedestrian is hit trying to cross Stone Road.  I also presented to the Zoning board 

proof that this site is not in compliance with the DEC.  I propose all decisions be held 

off on the planning until the oil tanks existing on this property are inspected and the 

DEC okay’s this site.  This has not happened because their permit was expired in 

February of 2022.  My last point is this, the Planning board approved a Rite Aid to be 

built on the corner of Dewey Avenue and Stone Road approximately in 1999.  By 

January 10, 2003, the business went belly up and for the past 20 years has remained 

a vacant eye sore.  I have no doubt that Byrne will do well in this area.  Along with 

drawing well more than anticipated traffic this will also put other gas stations out of 

business to remain vacant.  There is a huge cost to turning an old out of business gas 

station into any other use due to the need to remove tanks etc.  There are 14 other 

gas stations within one mile radius of the proposed site.  The board has received 

testimony on the negative impacts of the gas part of this plan.  The community 

members have told you they do not want it.  Please consider allowing the Byrne Dairy 

plan minus the gas pumps.  The zoning board said they do not have the power to stop 

the approval of the pumps because they cannot consider the need for them.  It is my 

understanding however that this board can consider community need in their decision 

to allow the plan.   

Thank you for your consideration of these topics, Jonathan Montante, 78 Bonesteel 

Street. 

Mr. Caterino:  Some of the items that Ms. Abramow brought up from Mr. Montante were 

submitted to the Zoning Board last night regarding the DOT correspondence and the DEC. 

Pat Rebholz, 1025 Stone Road:  I wasn’t intending to say anything tonight, but I see that the 

new plan, the driveway pretty much is going right into my house as opposed to my neighbors.  

I don’t know if there is anything you can do about that, I am not happy with it. The other plan 

was a little better for me, I know it has to be somewhere, but I am not happy with that. 

Mr. Brunelle:  In regard to the responses, first to the surveying, we always stake all properties 

before we start the project, so I have no problem with that.  They will probably be pinned as 

well as wooden stakes.  Tree removal is usually one of the first things done so when demolition 

of the building is being done, we remove all trees.  I will notify the neighbor in writing, here 

is my business card as well.  I will also copy the Town.  I have to have landscaping and fences 

done before I can get a Certificate of Occupancy, so well before the store is open.  At least 2-

3 weeks before the store is open the fence will be installed.  I will put it up as soon as I can.  
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We lined the driveways up, driveway to driveway per the Board.  I don’t have timelines yet.  

We had to get approvals first, now we can sit down with attorneys and see when we can close.  

I want this to be a 2023 store, probably start March.  We have to discuss with all the other 

tenants as well.  Hopefully we open by Fall, end of summer. 

Mr. Caterino:  If the tenants need help finding other spaces, please give them our contact 

information.  

Mr. Fisher:  John, how would we request to have a crosswalk placed by McCall Road? 

Mr. Caterino:  Stone Road is under a County DOT jurisdiction so anything that happens on 

Stone Road is ultimately up to them. I can reach out and explain the concern to them, but at 

the end of the day it’s up to them. 

Ms. Abramow: It is an old building, so has it been inspected to see if there is asbestos?  When 

it is being knocked down, are they using an asbestos removal specialist to make sure this is 

not seeping into our air?  In addition, I know they are removing the tanks, there are pesticides 

I found in the soil, I spoke to someone at the DEC today and forwarded the study, done by 

his contractor of course, to get some more answers to questions. I know when they move 

that, it will be monitored but how will I get that information?  Would that be provided to me 

and the surrounding neighbors, “a good to go, soil is clear” to ease our concerns? 

Mr. Brunelle:  In regard to the asbestos, before the first stage of the project, we acquire a 

demolition permit from the Town.  Per New York State and OSHA standards a pre demolition 

asbestos survey is required for any building.  That has been performed and I have the 

document. That will have to be abated by the licensed asbestos removal.  Also, you have to 

have a third party do air monitoring per OSHA standards.  Those reports are all put into a 

package.  After that is all done, it is submitted to the Town, the Town reviews before issuing 

a demo permit.  I am in contact with the DEC. The storage tanks are above ground and are 

removed every day.  Pesticide testing was done by a professional engineer.  If there is any 

remediation it is up to me to contact the DEC and open a spill, very strict guidelines that I 

could be fined for.  Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) inspections are required 

once a week. A professional engineer will be there to monitor many different things with 

erosion and sediment control, they submit a report to me that is required by the NYSDEC, the 

Town gets a copy as well. 

Ms. Abramow:  When the tanks are removed, DEC is not there to monitor it? 

Mr. Fisher:  I think DEC’s only concern is when the soil is taken away from the site. 

Ms. Abramow:  What about though putting the fence in and planting all those trees, you’re 

disturbing the soil, is that not disturbing it enough?  I am trying to understand and make sure 

that we are safe. 

Mr. Brunelle:  The soil is safe right now. Upon example, Mr. Frear who is 84 years old who 

has worked on this site on his hands and knees for probably 80 some years in the soil.  So 

the amount of pesticide in the soil is so minute, there is more in your yards probably.  We 

don’t exceed standards, tested on all soils.  We can remove the soil, if its tested.  We don’t 

plan on removing it but if we do, it will be tested.  We will follow all the DEC standards. 

Ms. Anthony:  I just want to make sure the last question got answered.  What I was hearing 

was more when the landscaping plan is implemented and the soil is disturbed, is there any 

risk there, so I just want to get on the record from the applicant clarification that because of 

the soil levels aren’t as minute as they are right now, that implementing the landscaping plan 

and disturbing the soils is not any cause for concern per New York State DEC standards? 
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Mr. Brunelle:  That is correct. I also have a letter from Plumley Engineer stating “The findings 

do not indicate the need for further investigation or remediation at this site”.  This is on file 

at the Town. 

Mr. Fisher:  The Zoning Board has acted so we are in a position to act. 

Mr. Selke made the following motion, seconded by Mr. Sofia: 

WHEREAS, Sonbyrne Sales Inc. (the “Applicant”) has submitted a proposal to the Town of 

Greece (the “Town”) Planning Board (the “Planning Board”) for approval of a site plan, as 

more fully described in the minutes of this public meeting (the “Proposal”), relative to property 

located at 1050 Stone Road (the “Premises”); and 

WHEREAS, having considered carefully all relevant documentary, testimonial and other 

evidence submitted, the Planning Board makes the following findings: 

1. Upon review of the application, the Planning Board determined that the application is 

subject to the State Environmental Quality Review Act (New York State Environmental 

Conservation Law, Article 8) and its implementing regulations (6 NYCRR Part 617, the 

“SEQRA Regulations”) (collectively, “SEQRA”), and that the application constitutes an 

Unlisted action under SEQRA. 

2. The Planning Board has considered the Proposal at a public meeting (the “Meeting”) in 

the Greece Town Hall, 1 Vince Tofany Boulevard, at which time all parties in interest 

were afforded an opportunity to be heard. 

3. Documentary, testimonial, and other evidence were presented at the Meeting relative 

to the Proposal for the Planning Board’s consideration. 

4. The Planning Board has carefully considered an Environmental Assessment Form 

(“EAF”) and supplementary information prepared by the Applicant and the Applicant’s 

representatives, including but not limited to supplemental maps, drawings, 

descriptions, analyses, reports, and reviews (collectively, the “Environmental 

Analysis”). 

5. The Planning Board has carefully considered additional information and comments that 

resulted from telephone conversations or meetings with or written correspondence 

from the Applicant and the Applicant’s representatives. 

6. The Planning Board has carefully considered information, recommendations, and 

comments that resulted from telephone conversations or meetings with or written 

correspondence from various involved and interested agencies, including but not 

limited to the Monroe County Department of Transportation, the Monroe County 

Department of Planning and Development, and the Town’s own staff. 

7. The Planning Board has carefully considered information, recommendations, and 

comments that resulted from telephone conversations or meetings with or written 

correspondence from nearby property owners, and all other comments submitted to 

the Planning Board as of this date. 

8. The Environmental Analysis examined the relevant issues associated with the Proposal. 

9. The Planning Board has completed Parts 2 and 3 of the EAF, and has carefully 

considered the information contained therein. 

10. The Planning Board has met the procedural and substantive requirements of SEQRA. 

11. The Planning Board has carefully considered each and every criterion for determining 

the potential significance of the Proposal upon the environment, as set forth in SEQRA. 
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12. The Planning Board has carefully considered (that is, has taken the required “hard 

look” at) the Proposal and the relevant environmental impacts, facts, and conclusions 

disclosed in the Environmental Analysis. 

13. The Planning Board concurs with the information and conclusions contained in the 

Environmental Analysis. 

14. The Planning Board has made a careful, independent review of the Proposal and the 

Planning Board’s determination is rational and supported by substantial evidence, as 

set forth herein. 

15. To the maximum extent practicable, the Proposal as originally designed or as 

voluntarily modified by the Applicant will minimize or avoid potential adverse 

environmental impacts that were revealed in the environmental review process. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, be it 

 RESOLVED that, pursuant to SEQRA, based on the aforementioned information, 

documentation, testimony, and findings, and after examining the relevant issues, the Planning 

Board’s own initial concerns, and all relevant issues raised and recommendations offered by 

involved and interested agencies and the Town’s own staff, the Planning Board determines 

that the Proposal will not have a significant adverse impact on the environment, which 

constitutes a negative declaration. 

 

VOTE:  Burke   Absent  Anthony Yes 

  Geisler  Absent  Sofia  Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Timmons Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Mr. Selke made the following motion, seconded by Mr. Sofia with the following 

conditions: 

1. The Applicant shall develop the Premises in conformity with all details of the Proposal 

as presented in the written descriptions and site development plans, as orally 

presented to the Planning Board, and as set forth herein.  In the event of any conflict 

among the oral or written descriptions of the proposal, the site development plans of 

the proposal, or the requirements or restrictions of this resolution, the Applicant agrees 

that the Planning Board shall determine the resolution of such dispute. 

2. No building permits shall be issued unless and until highway permits are issued.  A 

note that indicates this requirement shall be added to the plat. 

3. The proposed highway improvements for Stone Road shall be subject to the approval 

of the Monroe County Department of Transportation.  

4. No final approval signature shall be placed on the plans unless and until the appropriate 

easement documents have been submitted to and approved by the Town. 

5. The exterior appearance (that is, materials, colors, and architectural style) of the 

proposed building shall be generally the same on all sides of the proposed building.  

As offered and agreed by the Applicant, such materials and colors shall be hardy-panel 

siding (in the ivory color family) with plight columns and trim (in the white color 

family), gutters and downspouts (in the evergreen color family) with a metal roof (in 

the evergreen color family).  Elevations of the exterior appearance shall identify these 
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colors and materials, shall show all sides of the proposed building, and shall be filed 

with the site plan. 

6. The landscaping on the Premises shall be maintained by the current owner of the 

Premises, and by any future owner.  The owner of the Premises shall replace any dead 

plants with the same species or a similar species.  The replacement plant shall be no 

smaller than the previous plant when it originally was installed.  A note that indicates 

these requirements shall be added to the plan. 

7. Prior to the issuance of a Final Certificate of Occupancy for the Premises, The Applicant 

shall provide certification verifying proper installation of landscape areas on the site in 

accordance with the landscape plan approved by the Planning Board, and in 

accordance with the Town’s Landscape Guidelines for Development.  Such certification 

shall be on the certification form provided in such guidelines and shall be completed 

by a New York State Licensed Landscape Architect. A note that indicates these 

requirements shall be added to the plan. 

8. The location of any outdoor refuse container on the Premises, along with the height 

and type of enclosure for such container, shall be shown on the plan.  If refuse is to 

be stored inside the building, a note that indicates this shall be added to the plan. 

9. The Applicant shall install a 6.0-foot-high white vinyl fence along the northern property 

line of the site, as shown on the site plan.  

10. The Applicant shall install a 4.0-foot-high black wrought iron fence along the Stone 

Road frontage of the property, as shown on the site plan.  

11. Light spill shall be contained on the Premises.  Outdoor light sources shall be aimed or 

shielded so that they are not visible when viewed from off the Premises, and so that 

light spill is cast only downward onto the Premises.  Exempt from this requirement are 

low-wattage or low-voltage lights that are located near the principal entrance to a 

building, and low-wattage or low-voltage lights, not higher than 42 inches above 

grade, that define a walkway or other access to a building.  A note that indicates this 

requirement shall be added to the plan. 

12. The freestanding light poles for the site shall not exceed 14.0-feet-high in height.  

13. The Applicant shall install 3.0-foot-high berm with White Pine, Norway Spruce, and 

Bradford Flowering Pear trees along the northern area of the property, as shown on 

the site plan.  

14. A 5.0-foot-wide concrete sidewalk and a 10.0-foot-wide sidewalk easement to the 

Town of Greece shall be provided along the Stone Road frontage of the Premises.   

15. The proposed dumpster/refuse enclosure shall be constructed of 6.0-foot-high white 

vinyl fencing and gate. Furthermore, the outdoor refuse container shall be enclosed 

and screened from public view. 

16. If the project “disturbance” exceeds 1.0 Acre of total area, no pre-construction meeting 

shall be scheduled unless and until a Notice of Intent (NOI) has been filed with the 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (the “NYSDEC”). 

17. Should a NYSDEC stormwater permit be required, throughout the life of the storm 

water permit (from the filing of the Notice of Intent to the Notice of Termination), the 

developer shall comply fully with all aspects of the NYSDEC General Permit No. GP-0-

20-001, particularly Part IV, which describes: 

• periodic inspections of the construction site by a qualified professional; and 

• maintenance of a site log; and 
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• stabilization requirements; and 

• maintenance of sediment traps and ponds during construction. 

The periodic inspection reports shall be provided to the Town’s Engineering staff 

within 24 hours of inspections. 

18. All heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment shall be screened from 

public view.  If the HVAC equipment is or will be roof-mounted, the screening for such 

HVAC equipment shall be visually compatible with the proposed building(s), and shall 

be shown on the architectural elevations of the building(s).  If the HVAC equipment is 

or will be ground-mounted, its location shall be shown on the site plan.  Evidence that 

such HVAC equipment is or will be screened shall be submitted for review and approval 

by the Clerk of the Planning Board prior to affixing the Planning Board approval 

signature to the site plan. 

19. The Applicant shall install a 6.0-foot-high, hardie-board fence with trim matching 

building along the eastern side of the proposed building to screen HVAC equipment 

from public view, as shown on the site plan.  

20. Snow storage areas shall be identified on the plan. 

21. No building permits shall be issued for until a digital copy of the plans has been 

submitted.  All sheets in the drawing set, with all necessary signatures and the Liber 

and Page at which this final plat is recorded in the Office of the Monroe County Clerk, 

shall be provided in Tagged Image File (“.TIF”) format at a minimum resolution of 400 

dpi. 

22. The Applicant shall develop the Premises as it relates to accessibility, as required by 

the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Codes and subject to the 

approval of the Building Inspector. Furthermore, the Building Inspector shall approve 

field changes to the approved plan as it relates to Accessibility/ADA Compliance. 

23. Subject to approval by the Town’s, Building Inspector, Fire Marshal, Commissioner of 

Public Works, and Engineering staff. 

24. Subject to the conditions of approval granted by the Board of Zoning Appeals on 

January 17, 2023. A note that indicates these requirements shall be added to the plan. 

25. Wherever this resolution refers to a specific applicant, developer, operator, or property 

owner, it shall be construed to include successors and assigns. 

26. Wherever this resolution refers to a specific public official or agency, it shall be 

construed to include agents, designees, and successors. 

27.  Wherever this resolution refers to a specific law, ordinance, code, rule, or regulation, 

it shall be construed to include any succeeding or superseding authority 

 

VOTE:  Burke   Absent  Anthony Yes 

  Geisler  Absent  Sofia  Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Timmons Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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New Business 

1. Applicant: West Herr 

 Location: 4422, 4432, & 4400 West Ridge Road 

 Mon. Co. Tax No.: 073.01-1-15, 073.01-1-16 & 073.01-1-1.21 

 Request: Site plan approval for the construction of a motor vehicle 

dealership (28,000± square feet) with related parking, utilities, 

grading, and landscaping on approximately 20.4± acres. 

 Zoning District: BG (General Business) 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

Ms. Anthony made a motion, seconded by Mr. Timmons to continue the application 

to meeting of February 8, 2023. 

 

VOTE:  Burke   Absent  Anthony Yes 

  Geisler  Absent  Sofia  Yes 

  Selke   Yes   Timmons Yes 

  Fisher   Yes 
 

MOTION CARRIED 

APPLICATION CONTINUED TO FEBRUARY 8, 2023 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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SPECIAL PLANNING TOPICS 

Old Business 

None 

New Business 

1. Applicant: Steve Gibbs 

 Location: 320 Manitou Beach Road 

 Mon. Co. Tax No.: 017.04-2-44 and 017.04-2-45 

 Request: Concept plan review for the expansion (proposed building 

addition, storage barn, and additional parking areas) of an 

existing marina with related utilities, grading, and landscaping 

on approximately 4.7± acres. 

 Zoning District: BR (Restricted Business) 

The following is a synopsis of the discussion pertaining to the above-referenced 

request. 

David Matt, Schultz Associates, and owner Steve Gibbs presented the application: 

Mr. Matt: Before making official application, we wanted the Board’s input on a couple items. 

The marina has been there for decades, it took a beating a couple years ago with the high 

water.  Mr. Gibbs is looking to improve the building, renovate it, replace the part that was 

destroyed by the high water and reopen the restaurant.  This parcel is actually two tax account 

numbers, so we are going to clean up the property lines with a subdivision.  We are trying to 

figure out the best way to buffer the neighboring property.  The neighbor does not want a 

six-foot fence to block his view of the water, but when you have a business and residential 

you want some sort of buffer.  What we are looking at is a six-foot fence up to a point then 

reduce to three foot closer to the water area for their neighbor’s view.  Maybe a board on 

board so it isn’t fully enclosed but still blocks the headlights from cars.  This would require a 

variance from the Zoning Board.  To the west there are some arborvitaes up by the road, the 

Town staff recommended increasing them to where the proposed barn will be.  The vegetation 

there does get pretty high itself, but we will probably supplement with some trees.  Trailers 

have been parked and stored there for decades.  Half of the property was rezoned to 

residential which wouldn’t allow for parking of trailers there, so we would be looking for Zoning 

variance. 

Mr. Caterino:  We have had some discussions and we can handle that with the applicant. 

Mr. Matt:  We will be resurfacing the parking lot.  Proposed storage barn on the east side that 

is proposed to be 15 feet tall.  The top of the building will be about three feet above the center 

line of the road, so if you’re standing on the road or driving by you should be able to see over 

the building.  He took the neighbors into account. 

Mr. Fisher:  Does the building meet code in terms of its distance to the property line? 

Mr. Caterino:  From the building code standpoint, that is one of the items we brought to Mr. 

Matt’s attention, once you start jumping property lines that can turn into a building code issue 

where the code has limits on how close you can get to a property line and once you go over 

it, additional restrictions kick in.  So that’s why we threw out doing something about the lot 

lines.   In terms of Zoning, it should be far enough away from property lines so shouldn’t need 

setback variances. 

Mr. Fisher:  The building looks like it could be within the floodplain. 
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Mr. Matt:  The renovations will be outside the floodplain, but it is within a mapped State 

wetland.  It is outside the Federal wetlands.  Mr. Gibbs is working with the DEC for proper 

permits. 

Mr. Fisher:  There are so few restaurants available on Lake Ontario, so we look forward to 

this opportunity. 

Mr. Selke:  You mentioned parking, with the boat slips and the restaurant, do you have 

enough parking to handle that as well as guests going on the boats? 

Mr. Matt: There are parking calculations that say we are over what is required.  Trailer parking 

is separate. 

Mr. Timmons:  On site fuel storage, do you have any existing?  Above ground or below 

ground?  Taking a guess, your occupancy is about 100?  Is this a 24-hour operation?  Can 

people go to and from their boats and any time? 

Mr. Gibbs:  None existing. The tanks are above ground, 100 is about right.  Yes, the boaters 

can come and go at any time.  The restaurant will be close by 11pm or midnight. 

Ms. Anthony:  Is a six-foot fence a general height?  I feel that is high to be blocking lights. 

Mr. Caterino:  We typically go with six feet; it covers instances when the vehicles are close 

but also if they are back a distance the lights fan out so the height will help keep the light 

down.  We can get creative on the fencing maybe mixed with plantings to keep that hard 

buffer but keeping the view. 

 

CONCEPT REVIEWED 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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ADJOURNMENT:   7:43 p.m. 

 

APPROVAL OF PLANNING BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

The Planning Board of the Town of Greece, in the County of Monroe and State of New York, 

rendered the above decisions. 

 

Signed:  ___________________________________         Date:  ____________________ 

  Alvin I. Fisher, Jr., Chairman 


